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NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT  

March 8, 2013 

Aimpoint, the originator and worldwide leader in electronic red dot sighting technology, has announced a 

new sight and mount combination designed specifically for use on Blaser rifles.  The highly successful 

Aimpoint Micro H-1 (2 MOA dot) sight has been paired with a high quality steel saddle mount 

manufactured by Blaser to create this exciting new package.   

Aimpoint’s previous Micro H-1 for Blaser rifles utilized a short mount that locked into just one of the two 

mounting points featured on Blaser rifle barrels. Based on repeated requests from the user community, a 

longer mount that utilizes both of the mounting points was developed and tested. Quick detach levers were 

added to allow this sight to be mounted and dismounted quickly, and without loss of zero. This mount is 

suitable for use on Blaser rifles, including the R93 and R8 models. 

“The Blaser straight pull bolt system is extremely fast, and we like to think that the Aimpoint Micro H-1 

makes it even faster” says Lennart Ljungfelt, President at Aimpoint AB. “The repeatable nature of the 

Blaser mounting system allows a shooter to quickly change their optics without losing zero. Having 

compact Micro H-1 in your kit allows a hunter to quickly swap their magnified scope for the speed and 

both-eyes-open aiming offered by an Aimpoint sight before moving into cover to stalk or track dangerous 

game. This is an advantage you cannot afford to be without.” 

The extremely compact Micro H-1 offers up to five years of constant on power from a single CR-2032 

battery, and has 12 brightness settings for optimal performance in any light conditions.  This sight is 

completely waterproof, and has been designed to stand up to any extremes in temperature, shock, and 

rough handing that you will encounter in the field. The new Micro H-1 Blaser mount combination is 

available as a complete package only. 

For more information on Aimpoint or the Micro H-1 go to:  www.aimpoint.com
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